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THIS paper is devoted to a proof that certain special topological spaces are not homeo- 
morphic. The question of whether these particular spaces are homeomorphic arose in con- 
nection with the following problem, which was posed by J. P. Kahane Cl, p. 3523: Is a 
locally compact abelian group determined locally by the algebra of germs (at the identity 
of the group) of the Fourier transforms of integrable functions on the dual group? As a 
partial solution it was shown in [4] that in the case of a metrizable locally compact abelian 
group, the algebra of germs determines the topological space /?( V - (0)) - (V - (0)) where 
Y is any compact neighborhood of the identity, 0, in the group, and B(. . .) denotes the 
Stone-Tech compactification. This implies that the algebra of germs determines the dimen- 
sion of the group which is the same as the (Lebesgue) dimension of /?( V - (0)) - (V - (0)). 
As a consequence, if the group is locally connected, then the Pontrjagin structure theorem 
for such groups implies that it is locally isomorphic with a torus of the appropriate dimen- 
sion. Thus, an affirmative solution to Kahane’s problem was obtained under the assumption 
that the group is metrizable and locally connected. Here, we shall show that in the finite 
dimensional case, local connectivity is another topological property that is determined by 
the algebra of germs. Thus we can conclude that two finite dimensional ocally compact 
metrizable abelian groups with the same algebra of germs are locally homeomorphic 
[3, pp. 90-981. 
The paper is organized as follows; in the first section we discuss the precise nature of 
the problem to be considered. We also discuss the proof of our theorem in dimension 1 
where a special argument is available. We use this proof to motivate the general considera- 
tions necessary to the proof of our main theorem. The section ends with a discussion of a 
class of spaces that will be used to clarify our proofs. The second section will be devoted 
to the proof of our main theorem. 
We would like to thank E. H. Spanier for his help in the preparation of this paper. 
We shall use the following notation: D” = {x E R” : llxll < l}, where II * II denotes the 
Euclidean norm, S” = {x E R”+l : llxll = I}; C = the Cantor set c R, X” = D” - (0); 
t During the writing of this paper the tirst author was partially supported by National Science Foundation, 
Contract GP-3515 and the second author by National Science Foundation, Contract GP-6599. 
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Y” = D” x C - ((0; 0)}, where the first 0 in the symbol (0; 0) denotes the origin of R” and 
the second 0 is the real number 0 E C; IEt” = /?X” - X”; ?” = BY” - Y”. According to the 
structure theorems for metrizable, locally compact, abelian groups 13, pp. 90-981, every 
n-dimensional locally connected group has a neighborhood that is homeomorphic with 
D”, while every n-dimensional group that is not locally connected has a neighborhood that is 
homeomorphic with D” x C. The main result of this paper is that s” is not homeomorphic 
with ?“. By virtue of [4, Theorem 61, this implies that corresponding algebras of germs 
are not isomorphic. 
1.1. LEMMA. Every neighborhood of 8” (9”) in PX” (fi Y”) contains a neighborhood of 
s” (?“) that is a retract of PX”. 
Proof. We shall treat only /IY” which is somewhat more complicated than BX”. The 
open neighborhoods of P” are the complements in BY” of compact subsets of Y”. Hence, 
every neighborhood of P” contains a neighborhood of the form N = cl&A x B n Y”), 
where A = {x E D” : llxll < E} for some E > 0, and B = {c E C : c < S} for some 6 > 0. A 
retraction of BY” onto N is defined by sending each point (x; c) E /?Y” - N c Y” into the 
point (x’; c’) where x’ = (min(l, s/lixll)x and c’ = min(c, 6). 
1.2. LEMMA. Any mapping of s” (?“) into an absolute neighborhood refract (ANR) 
has an extension to all of /IX” (BY”). 
This follows immediately from the definition of ANR [6, p. 561 and the preceding lemma. 
It leads to a quick proof that 8l and P’ are not homeomorphic. First of all, _?I is not 
connected because X1 consists of two noncompact components. On the other hand: 
1.3. PROPOSITION. For all n 2 1, ?” is connected. 
Proof. We prove that any mapping $ : ?” -+ So = { - 1, 1 } is inessential. By Lemma 
1.2, +% has an extension $ : /?Y” + S ‘. Choose x0 E D”, x0 # 0, and let $(x0; 0) = 1, say. 
By continuity, there is a 6 > 0 such that $(x0 ; c) = 1 for all c I 6. For each fixed c, 0 < c I 6, 
since the set {(x; c) : x E D”} is connected, we have $(x; c) = 1. But 9” is contained in the 
closure of the set {(x; c) : x E D”, 0 < c < S}. Consequently, Ii/(y) = 1 for ally E P”. 
Considerations like these do not provide a distinction between 8” and ?” for n > 1. 
Each space 8” is connected because it is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact 
connected subsets of PX”. Another possibility might be to distinguish by means of mapping 
into S”-’ instead of So. Thus, let cp : X” -+ S”-’ be the retraction q(x) = x//xl\. It has an 
extension j?(q) : /?X” + S”-’ whose restriction 4 to 8” is easily seen to be essential. There 
may, however, also exist essential mappings of pn into S”-l. Thus, we may map Y2 onto 
the interval (0,2] by (x; c) + I/x(1 + c. Then we map (0, 21 onto S’ regarded as the unit 
circle in the complex plane by t -+ e”‘. The composition $ : Yz + S ’ of these mappings has 
an extension /I($) : /?Y” + S1. The restriction of /3($) to Y2 can be proved to be essential 
in the same manner as Theorem 9.6 of [2]. 
The following is a modification of a definition of Milnor [S]. 
1.4. Definition. We shall say that (U, 1, {VP}) is an ELCX (equilocally convex) 
structure on a space X if U is a neighborhood of the diagonal in X x X, R is a mapping of 
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U x Z (I = [0, 11) into X that satisfies 
&a, b, 0) = a, @z, 6, 1) = b, J&z, a, t) = a 
for all a in X, (a, b) in U, and t in Z, and {V,} is an open covering of X such that V, x VP 
c U and ,I( V, x VP x I) = V, for all /3. We shall say that the space Xis UELCX(uniformly 
equilocally convex) if for each open covering {W,> of X, there exists an ELCX structure 
(U, 1, { Vs}) on X with {VP} a refinement of { W,}. 
1.5 LEMMA. A finite simplicial complex is UELCX. 
Proof. Given any open covering of the complex, subdivide the complex so that the 
open stars refine the covering. Then the construction in [S, Lemma 21 provides the required 
ELCX structure. 
1.6. Definition. Let X and X’ be spaces with ELCX structures (U, I, (V,]) and 
(U’, ,I’, { V,‘)) respectively. A map g : X --, X’ is called admissible if {VP} refines {g-‘(V,‘)}. 
The following result is immediate. ,.A 
1.7. LEMMA. Let X be UELCX, let X’ have a given ELCXstructKrf and let g : X+ X’. 
Then there exists an ELCX structure on X that makes g admissible. \ , 
1.8. Definition. Let& ,fi : A -+ X be maps of an arbitrar; space A to a space X 
with an ELCX structure. We say thatf, andf, are U-close ((Vs}-close) if for each a in A, 
(fO(u), ft(a)) is in U (V, x V, for some /3). 
For maps f0 and fi that are U- or { VP}-close we define the U-extension of f0 and fr to 
be the map f : A x Z --, X defined by f (a, t) = A (Jo(a), fi(u), t). Note that f(A x k) = fk, 
k=O,l. 
1.9. THEOREM. Let g : X-+X’ be an admissible map. Let f0 and fi be { V,}-close maps of 
A to X. Then gfO and gfi are { V,‘}-close and the U-extension f of f. and fi has the property 
that gf is homotopic tofl, the U-extension of gfO and gfI by a homotopy F such that, 
FJAxkxt=gS,,k=O,l, and tel. 
Proof. One verifies that gf and f’ are V,‘-close; then the U ‘-extension of these maps has 
the desired properties. 
52. MAPPINGS INTO SPHERES 
We begin this section by listing the steps required for our main result. The proofs will 
be deferred to the end of the section. We begin by defining certain special maps. 
Let q+, q- : D” + S” be given by 
q*(x) = 4*(x,, * * * 3 x,) = (Xl, * * * 3 x,9 Ik (1 -ll-412>“2). 
For each positive integer k, define mk : D” + D” by m&) = kx if llxll I l/k and 
mk(x) = x/llxll if llxll 2 l/k. Let {t,} be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers in the 
complement of the Cantor set that converges to 0, and such that each interval (tk+l, t,J 
meets the Cantor set. For (x; c) E Y”, let 
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q+Wl4l> if c=o 
w; 4 = 4+ %W if tk+l <c<t,,kodd 
q- mk(x) if tk+, < c < t,, k even. 
This defines II/ : Y” + S”. Extend $ to BY”, and let I$ be the restriction of that extension 
to pn. 
We let cp : X” + S”-l and @ : 8” -+ S”-’ be as defined in the discussion following 1.3 
above. The following sequence of theorems allows one to conclude that 8” and P” are not 
homeomorphic. Fibration will always mean Hurewicz fibration [6, p. 661. 
2.1. LEMMA. a) Let p : E--f S” be a jibration, where E is UELCX. Then p has a cross 
section if and only if the mapping II/ : Y” + S” can be lifted to E. 
b) Let p’ : E’ +S”-’ be any Jibration. Then p’ has a cross section if and only if the 
mapping cp : X” + S”-’ can be lifed to E’. 
Note that b) is-trivial. 
2.2. LEMMA. xet B be an ANR and p : E + B afibration. Zf every map of S” into B can 
be lifted, then so can every map of Y” into B and every map of Xn+l into B. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let p : E -+ B be ajibration, where E is compact and B is an ANR. Zf every 
map of X” into B (respectively, Y” into B) can be lifted, then so can every map of 8” into B 
(respectively, P” into B). 
2.4. LEMMA. Letp : E -+ S” be ajbration, with E a compact ANR. The map $ : P” -+ S” 
(respectively, 4 : _P+ ’ + S”) can be lifted if and only if the map I,!J : Y” -+ S” (respectively, 
cp: xn+l + S”) can be lifted. 
2.5. THEOREM. For alln > 1,8" is not homeomorphic with P”. 
Proof. For n # 3, we begin by choosing a fibration p : E --, S” without cross section 
and with E a compact ANR that is UELCX. For n # 1,7, it suffices to use the special 
orthogonal group SO(n + l), i.e., SO(n + 1)/,50(n) = 5’“. For n = 1, we may take a two- 
fold covering of S1. For n = 7, choose a principal S0(3)-bundle that represents a nontrivial 
element in 7c6(SO(3)). In all cases, Lemma 1.5 asserts that the space E is UELCX. 
By 2.2, with n - 1 in place of n, and 2.3 every map of 8” into S” can be lifted. On the 
other hand, by 2.1 and 2.4 the map $ : pn + S” cannot be lifted. Thus 8” and P” are not 
homeomorphic if n # 3. 
For n = 3, consider the Hopf fibration p : S3 + S2 [6, p. 911. By 2.2 and 2.3, every 
map of P3 into S ’ can be lifted, while the map 4 : T3 + S 2 cannot be lifted by 2.1 and 2.4. 
We need this special argument for n = 3 only because we do not know a suitable example of 
a compact bundle over S3 without cross section. 
Now we turn to the proofs of the lemmas. 
Proof of 2.1. Let s : S” + E be the cross section; then sll/ is a lifting of II/. To prove the 
converse : 
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Let (U’, A’, {V,,‘>) b e an ELCX structure for S”. By hypothesis we can choose an 
ELCX structure for E( U, 1, {VP}) so that p is admissible. Let $ be the lifting of $. Consider 
IJ 1 S”-’ x C. Since S”-’ x C is a compact metric space and {V,} is a covering of E, uniform 
continuity allows us to find c,, and c1 in C so thatf, = $1 S”-’ x co and& = 4 1 S”-’ x c1 
are VB-close and so that c0 and c1 be in intervals of opposite parity with respect to the 
definition of II/. 
Let f: S”-’ x I+ E be the U-completion off0 and fi. Define-T: I- + E, where r is the 
boundary of D” x I, by the formula 
l&x; c,); c = 0 
.7(x, t) = 
I 
f(x, 0; lbll = 1 
lJ(x; c,); I = 1 
Identifying r and S” by an orientation preserving homeomorphism, we complete our 
proof when we show pJ N id since then by the covering homotopy property we may cover 
the identity map, and so find a cross section. 
Since f = TI S”-l x I is the U-extension of two V&ose maps, p3I S”-’ x Z is homo- 
topic to the V-extension of pfo and pfl with the homotopy remaining fixed at the end maps 
(1.9). Now pfo = pfi = id I S”-‘; hence the V-extension of pfo and pfi is id I S”-’ for each 
r E I. Hence, pfis homotopic to the map f : r + S” defined as follows: 
r 
$(x; CJ ; t = 0 
f<x, 0 = x; II-d = 1 
$(x; c,); t = 1 
It is easy to check that f N id under the interpretation of id mentioned above. 
Proof of 2.2. First, notice that the lemma is trivial for Xn+l. 
The proof for Y” consists of showing that a certain class of maps lift, then showing 
that every map is homotopic to such a map. 
We call a map p : Y” -+ B special if there exists a point b E B and a set {ti) E I - C, 
0 I i < CO, with ti-l > ti, [ti, ti-I] r\ C + @ and lim t, = 0 and such that 
i-tcu 
a) p(D” x 0 - (0,O)) = b 
b) For each i there exists fi : D” + B with fi(D” - Di”) = b (Di” = (X 1 llxll < l/i}), 
and p(x; C) =fi(X) for c E [tl, ti+l) n C. 
It is clear that any special map may be lifted. Choose b’ E F with p(b’) = b. By hy- 
pothesis any map S” + B lifts hence we may lift each fi to fi’. It is clear the fi’ fit together 
to give a continuous map. 
We now outline the proof that any p is homotopic to a special map. First we deform 
p to a map p’ where p’(S”-’ x C) = b. Consider p 1 S”-’ x C. Since B is an ANR we can 
extend this map to a map p on S”-l x U where U c I is open. Now 
the U, are disjoint open intervals and each contains a point c, of C- (0). We use 
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p 1 (D” x c,) u (S”-l x U,> to shrink p uniformly on C n U,. This allows us to deform 
p to p’ with the desired property. 
The next stage deforms p’ to a map p” with p”(S”-I x C) = b and also satisfying part 
two of b) in the definition of a special map. Again we use the fact that B is an ANR to 
extend p’ to a neighborhood U of Y”. We may choose a smaller open neighborhood 
Y” - (D” x 0 - (0,O)) of the form 
Is) D” x U,, 
the U, disjoint intervals and Up n (C - (0)) =!= 0.
We now deform the map p’ on each U, n C to p’ 1 D” x cg (cs E U, n C) using its 
extension over all of U,. Call the result of this deformation p”. Notice that we may select 
the set {ti} by ordering the set {cs} in the natural ordering and since C - 0 is a countable 
union of an increasing sequence of compact sets, {cs} has the ordinal of the integers. 
Hence we select fi +1 < ci in 
I-u Ui 
and check that this set has the desired properties. We have identified {B} with Z. 
Finally we deform p” to a special map by “pushing” the map p” into the interior 
uniformly on [ti , ti_ J n C to Din in time 1 - 1 /i leaving the map constant for the remainder 
of the time. Notice this process extends to the end map since the only point where this 
process degenerates is (0,O) which is not in the space. 
Proof of 2.3. Let CI : P” + B be any map. By (1.2) c( extends to & : BY” --, B. Lift 
alY” to z: Y” -+ E. By the fundamental property of the Stone-Tech compactification 
2 extends to /I(6) : BY” + E. It is quickly checked that /?(a) 1 pn covers CI. The proof for 
maps 9” to B is the same. 
Proof of 2.4. Essential to the proof of the lemma is the observation that if V is an open 
neighborhood of P” in /3Y” there is a subspace pn c V with P” n ?” = @ and a homeo- 
morphism 0 : BY” + p u pn so that the following diagram commutes: 
This follows from simple considerations about the Cantor set. 
Let (U, 1, {V,}) be an ELCX structure for S”. Suppose we have a lifting of $. Extend 
this lifting to a neighborhood V of p call this map $. Possibly restricting to a smaller 
open set we may assume (p$, p($)) maps V into U and hence p$ is homotopic to p($) 1 V. 
Choosing 8 and P” as above $0 : /?Y” + E is a lifting of /?($). 
The proof for 8” is similar; the proof of the converse is similar to 2.3. 
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